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Zabol Rug, Reversible, 80x120 cm - 115€
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Lorena Canals and Smallable
have come together to create a
home textile collection inspired
by the rugs of nomadic tribes.
Lorena Canals and Cécile Roederer both share a passion for design and travel. They are both adventurers, constantly seeking
new horizons in every sense of the word. Together, these two
creative minds have collaborated on a collection that reflects
their shared vision with a range of unique pieces that are rooted
in artisanship and sustainability.
Cécile and Lorena have sourced a lot of their inspiration for this
collection from nomadic tribes. In these communities, rugs act
as an easy way to provide comfort in a temporary settlement.
What’s more, they are constantly being recycled and reused in
every part of the home, from the floors to the ceilings, doors,
windows, clothing, sofas, bags and beds.
This lifestyle is one based on natural resources, on a need to
travel and on a strong sense of community. And it’s with these
three ideas in mind that Cécile and Lorena imagined their joint
collection. By embracing the best of nature’s gifts, the collection
is able to evoke a feeling of warmth, escapism and Mother Earth inside your home.

Nomad Sumak Rug - Terracotta
M: 140x200 cm - 395€ / XL: 200x300 cm - 875€
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About Lorena Canals
Creators of the washable rug concept, Lorena Canals are makers of natural cotton
and wool rugs with matching textile accessories for decorating the home, designed
in Barcelona and handmade in India.
Natural raw materials, non-toxic dyes, fair trade and sustainable manufacturing are
the eco-friendly values by which the brand stands, as well as being founders of the
Sakûla Project.
Lorena Canals offers contemporary home décor, that is practical and fuss-free,
ideal for kids’ rooms and nurseries, and for the home as a whole. Their pieces can
be easily mixed and matched, to create a perfectly coordinated style!

“

I was delighted to discover
that nomads use rugs for everything:
as suitcases, houses, walls, ceilings, floorcoverings... It has been a great experience
to collaborate with Smallable, a benchmark
in the home décor sector for years.

”

– Lorena Canals

Zabol Rug, Reversible, 80x120 cm - 115€
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About Smallable
Founded in 2008, Smallable is a Family Concept Store which seeks to offer families
a whole world of inspiration with more than 800 international designer brands,
as well as 30,000+ items ranging from fashion for the whole family to décor,
beauty, furniture, toys and books. On Smallable’s online platform and in their two
brick-and-mortar boutiques in Paris, you will find brands you won’t see anywhere
else, exclusive collaborations, permanent new arrivals and capsule collections.
Smallable is committed to environmental responsibility and through the Greenable
label promotes brands that are leading the way in sustainable and ethical production.

“

This collection is inspired by the
Nomadic communities, for the nomads
that we are. Beyond the colours, the
shapes and the designs, this collection
reflects our deepest aspirations for
a simpler, more harmonious lifestyle, that
respects the earth and its resources.

”

– Cécile Roederer

NOMAD
Lorena Canals x Smallable

Nomad Sumak Rug,
Seashell or Terracotta
M: 140x200 cm - 395€
XL: 200x300 cm - 875€

Zagros Cushion Rectangular - Brown 40x60 cm - 69€
Zagros Cushions Square - Terracotta and Charcoal,
48x48 cm - 79€ each

Zarang Basket - Walnut S: 27xØ25 - 49€
Susa Baskets - Natural and Terracotta, S: 25x25x25 - 35€
L: 38x33x33 - 59€

Zagros Cushions Square - Terracotta and Sandstone - 48x48 cm - 79€ each
Jajim Cushion, 48x48 cm - 75€ each
Jam Floor Cushion - Natural - Ø48 cm - 79€
Woolable Suf Rug - Taupe - M: 140x200 cm - 360€
L: 170x240 cm - 535€ / XL: 200x300 cm - 795€

Woolable Sumak Rug - Terracotta M: 140x200 cm - 395€ / XL: 200x300 cm - 875€
Jam Floor Cushion - Brown - Ø 48 cm - 79€

Cushions Square - Terracotta,
Sandstone and Charcoal - 48x48 cm - 79€ each

Sistan Cotton Cushions - 40x60 cm Ceramics Eguzkine Zerain

Sind Cushion - Terracotta - 48x48cm - 55€
Sistan Rug S: 120x160 cm - 189€ / M: 140x200 cm - 269€
Susa Basket - Natural and Terracotta
L: 38x33x33 cm - 59€ / S: 25x25x25 cm - 35€

Woolable Zagros Rug Charcoal Grey / M 140x200 cm - 360€
L: 170x240 cm - 535€ / XL: 200x300 cm - 795€
Zagros Cushion Square - Charcoal - 48x48 cm - 79€

Nomad Sind Cushion - Taupe - Ø48 cm - 55€
Woolable Suf Rug - Taupe - M 140x200 cm - 360€
L: 170x240 cm - 535€ / XL: 200x300 cm - 795€

Zabol Rug, Reversible, 80x120 cm - 115€
Sistan Cotton Cushion

Zabol Rug, Reversible, 80x120 cm - 115€
Sistan Cotton Cushion, 48x48 cm -

Kerman Rug - Brown S: 120x160 cm - 169€ / M: 140x200 cm - 239€
Susa Basket - Natural and Terracotta S: 25x25x25 cm - 35€ / L: 38x33x33 cm - 59€

Kerman Rug - Brown S: 120x160 cm - 169€ / M: 140x200 cm - 239€
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WOOLABLE

by Lorena Canals® x SMALLABLE
Nomads use recycled, leftover yarn to finish off their designs
with eye-catching details. In a similar way, for this collaboration
we have used contrasting colours of wool yarn to finish off the
designs, using a palette of natural, earthy hues. These subtle
shades are achieved with melange yarns that use interesting
colour combinations to create soft nuances. In this wool
collection, Lorena and Cécile wanted to reflect the way in which
nomads make use of several rugs and sew them together. This
technique creates charming, handcrafted pieces with uneven
fringes, irregular shapes and mixed patterns. In this way, each
design becomes a unique masterpiece that is developed using
the materials available at any given moment.

Woolable Zagros Rug,
M: 140x200 cm - RRP 360€ / L: 170x240 cm - 535€
XL: 200x300 cm - 795€

One of a Kind Designs
Made in Washable Wool
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WOOLABLE NOMAD SUMAK RUG
EARTHY HUES FOR AN IKAT-INSPIRED RUG

WOOLABLE NOMAD ZAGROS RUG
A MONOCHROMATIC RUG MADE FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Inspired by the typical Ikat pattern found in Gelim rugs, the Sumak rug plays
with contrasting shades of mixed yarns. It comes in two different colour versions
– one in Terracotta (Cinnamon, Natural and Walnut) and the other in Seashell.
The edges are finished with fringes and a small row of mini-tassels. The design
features a zig-zagging pattern that runs down the centre and gives the appearance
of being scratched with irregular horizontal stripes, some finished with mini-tassels
that stick out at the sides.

Who said rugs couldn’t be used as clothing? This rug was inspired by a photo
of a nomad wedding that took place in Zagros – land of the Lors – where men
were dressed in capes made of sewn-together rugs. This design is inspired by those
capes and is made with a natural coloured wool pile base and contrasting details in
Charcoal or Sandstone that imitate the typical Ikat pattern found in Gelim rugs.
The irregular borders simulate two pieces stitched together, and the edges are
finished with short, uneven fringes.

Terracotta
SMWO-103-M 140x200 cm - RRP 395€
SMWO-103-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 875€

Natural / Charcoal Grey
SMWO-101-M 140x200 cm - RRP 360€
SMWO-101-L 170x240 cm - RRP 535€
SMWO-101-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 795€

Seashell
SMWO-104-M 140x200 cm - RRP 395€
SMWO-104-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 875€

Natural / Sandstone
SMWO-102-M 140x200 cm - RRP 360€
SMWO-102-L 170x240 cm - RRP 535€
SMWO-102-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 795€
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WOOLABLE NOMAD SUF RUG
AN IRREGULAR DESIGN IN NATURAL SHADES OF LAMBSWOOL

NOMAD JAM FLOOR CUSHION
STUFFED RUGS AS COMFY FLOOR CUSHIONS

Lambswool is an essential material for nomad shepherd families. Many rugs found
in these mountainous regions are made with undyed wool, also known as Suf,
which creates interesting patterns as a result of the combination of wool fibres from
different breeds of sheep. This Suf rug is made out of soft wool in a neutral
colour palette. It comes in a lighter Natural version – that mixes shades of Natural,
Seashell and Sandstone – and in a warmer Taupe coloured version. Both are
outlined with an irregular fringed border in a matching shade.

In nomad homes, rugs are used to make throw cushions, sofas and even beds,
by sewing them together and stuffing them with wool fibres. This is an easy way
to provide comfort in a temporary settlement and has inspired the design of
the Nomad Jam floor cushion. It is made with a cotton canvas base decorated with
tufted short wool on the front side, bare canvas on the reverse and finished off with
a fluffy long pile that outlines the cushion. It is available in two colour versions:
Natural and Brown.

Natural
SMWO-105-M 140x200 cm - RRP 360€
SMWO-105-L 170x240 cm - RRP 535€
SMWO-105-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 795€

Natural
SMWO-SC301 Ø 48 cm - RRP 79€

Taupe
SMWO-106-M 140x200 cm - RRP 360€
SMWO-106-L 170x240 cm - RRP 535€
SMWO-106-XL 200x300 cm - RRP 795€

Brown
SMWO-SC302 Ø 48 cm - RRP 79€
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NOMAD JAJIM CUSHION
CUSHIONS USED AS ADAPTABLE FURNITURE PIECES

NOMAD ZAGROS CUSHION
SQUARE CAPES THAT ARE SHAPED INTO CUSHIONS

Nomads manage to create cosy spaces in their temporary homes by mixing different sized cushions, using these soft furnishings as adaptable pieces of furniture that
can be easily moved according to their needs. Named after a nomadic village of
artisan women, the Jajim throw pillow is hand tufted in Natural coloured wool on
the same cotton canvas base as the rugs. The front is decorated with three strips of
tufted multi-coloured wool in a variety of shades, from earthy brown to terracotta.

Based on the same pattern inspiration as the Nomad Zagros rug, this pillow also
references the nomadic wedding capes that are made from rugs stitched together
down the middle. Hand tufted on a base of Natural canvas, the frontside of the
cushion features a short wool pile, with design details in a contrasting colour,
using the typical Ikat pattern found in Gelim rugs. It has a zip along the bottom
seam and a removable filler made of polyfill. It comes in three different colour
options: Sandstone and Natural; Terracotta and a blend of Terracotta-Natural;
or Charcoal grey and Natural.

SMWO-SC303 48x48 cm - RRP 75€

Sandstone
SMWO-SC306 48x48 cm - RRP 79€
Terracotta
SMWO-SC307 48x48 cm - RRP 79€
Charcoal
SMWO-SC308 48x48 cm - RRP 79€
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NOMAD ZAGROS CUSHION
RECTANGULAR CAPES THAT BECOME PILLOWS

NOMAD ZARANG BASKET
A STORAGE BASKET TO BE MIXED & MATCHED

Based on the same pattern inspiration as the Nomad Zagros rug, this pillow also
references the nomadic wedding capes that are made from rugs stitched together
down the middle. Hand tufted on a base of Natural canvas, the frontside of the
cushion features a short wool pile, with design details in a contrasting colour, using
the typical Ikat pattern found in Gelim rugs. It has a zip along the bottom seam and
a removable filler made of polyfill. It comes in two different colour options: Brown
and Seashell on a brown canvas base; or Natural and Charcoal on a Natural canvas
base, the latter matches the Zagros rug.

Zarang is a practical storage basket that matches the rest of the items in the Woolable Nomad collection. Made out of stitched, braided cords of wool, it combines
different coloured yarns and is circled with irregular woollen fringes. Available in
two sizes – small or large.

Brown
SMWO-SC304 40x60 cm - RRP 69€
Natural
SMWO-SC305 40x60 cm - RRP 69€

Size L: 38 x Ø 33 cm - RRP 65€
SMWO-BSK501 Nomade Zarang Basket Sandstone - Large
SMWO-BSK502 Nomade Zarang Basket Charcoal - Large
SMWO-BSK503 Nomade Zarang Basket Walnut - Large
Size S: 27 x Ø 25
SMWO-BSK504
SMWO-BSK505
SMWO-BSK506

- RRP 49€
Nomade Zarang Basket Sandstone - Small
Nomade Zarang Basket Charcoal - Small
Nomade Zarang Basket Walnut - Small
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Sistan Cotton Cushion

A COTTON COLLECTION
FOR EVERYDAY NOMADS
The colours found in the rugs of nomadic people are sourced
from nature’s ever-changing hues and therefore differ from tribe
to tribe. As such, the colours offered in the cotton range come
in a wide variety of shades, also inspired by nature. These natural cotton, fuss-free, washable rugs are highly versatile, and their
colours can be easily adapted to any style of décor. What’s more,
being so lightweight means that they can be moved around the
house as needed, just like the nomads.

A palette inspired by nature’s
ever-changing hues
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NOMAD SISTAN WASHABLE RUG
A COTTON RUG FOR MULTIPLE USES

NOMAD KERMAN WASHABLE RUG
ETHNIC VIBES WITH A MODERN TWIST

The Sistan rug is a perfect example of a multi-purpose nomad rug that can
be adapted according to need – it may be used as a wall decoration,
a blanket or a rug. The canvas base is decorated with stripes and patterns using
different techniques, such as loop structure, chenille, and patches of cotton
with frayed fringes. The colour combinations include shades of earthy Brown
with Terracotta, and Natural colour with Linen.

This washable cotton rug comes in two colour options – Natural and Brown – and
is decorated with ethnic symbols and a detail in a contrasted colour. The borders
are finished with fringes in a matching colour.

SMCO-C703-S 120x160 cm - RRP 189€
SMCO-C703-M 140x200 cm - RRP 269€

Natural
SMCO-C701-S 120x160 cm - RRP 169€
SMCO-C701-M 140x200 cm - RRP 239€
SMCO-C701-L 170x240 cm - RRP 349€
Brown
SMCO-C702-S 120x160 cm - RRP 169€
SMCO-C702-M 140x200 cm - RRP 239€
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NOMAD ZABOL WASHABLE RUG
A REVERSIBLE GUEST RUG

NOMAD PALAS WASHABLE RUG
TREATING YOUR GUESTS TO A SOFT RUG

Nomads are known to be very hospitable people who treat their visitors as
honoured guests. Despite the simplicity of their temporary homes, guests are
invited to share food and tea on smaller sized rugs, especially reserved for these
occasions to ensure they have a clean, soft place to sit.
Taking inspiration from these guest rugs, the Zabol rug is reversible, featuring a
short Natural colour cotton pile on the front and Brown cotton pile on its reverse
side. Both sides are decorated with two longer pile, multi-coloured strips and finished with handmade braids that stick out from the sides and at the corners.

The Palas design is also inspired by the nomad guest rug – a soft, clean place for
guests to sit on. It features a neutral, Natural-colour, cotton pile background that is
decorated with horizontal stripes imitating colourful twisted cords that stick out the
sides and are finished with handmade braids.

SMCO-C704 80x120 cm - RRP 115€

SMCO-C705 80x120 cm - RRP 95€
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NOMAD SUSA BASKET S / L
A PLACE FOR EVERY LITTLE TREASURE

NOMAD SIND CUSHION
ALWAYS SOMEWHERE TO CHILL ON

The Susa Basket was designed as a decorative storage item. It comes in two sizes
– small or large – which can be used together or separately. The baskets come in
three colour options – Natural, Terracotta and Taupe – and are handcrafted using
cotton yarn cords with contrasting stitching at the bottom and at the top edges.
For a coordinated style, these baskets can be matched with many of the rugs in the
Nomad collection.

This round, versatile cushion can be used as a floor cushion, in true nomad style,
or as somewhere to lay your head or, simply, as a decorative accessory for your
soft furnishings. It is tufted in cotton, like a rug, following the nomadic rugs-forall-purposes philosophy, and is finished with hand-knotted tassels around the edges.
It is entirely machine washable with no need to remove the cover, so therefore has
no zipper. It is available in two plain colour options –Terracotta and Taupe– and it
can be easily matched with any of the rugs in the Nomad collection.

Natural
SMCO-BSK507: 38x33x33 - RRP: 59€
SMCO-BSK508: 25x25x25 - RRP: 35€
Terracotta
SMCO-BSK509: 38x33x33 - RRP: 59€
SMCO-BSK510: 25x25x25 - RRP: 35€
Taupe
SMCO-BSK511: 38x33x33 - RRP: 59€
SMCO-BSK512: 25x25x25 - RRP: 35€

Terracotta
SMCO-SC309: 48x48 - RRP: 55€
Taupe
SMCO-SC310: 48x48 - RRP: 55€
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NOMAD SISTAN COTTON CUSHION
WHEN A PIECE OF RUG DOUBLES AS A CUSHION

The Sistan cotton cushion – which matches the rug of the same name – is decorated with ethnic-inspired graphic motifs and different tufting techniques that provide a rich variety of textures. Its design is inspired by the way in which nomads use
rugs for almost everything: this little padded rug can be used for sitting on the floor
or as a decorative piece for your sofa or bed. The cushion cover has a zipper at the
bottom, with a removable filler.
Taupe
SMCO-SC310: 48x48 - RRP: 55€

Kerman Rug - Brown
120x160 cm - 169€ / 140x200 cm - 239€
Susa Basket - Terracotta - L: 38x33x33 - 59€

Photo & art direction: Yasmina Perez
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Runner: Franco Crivelli
Copy: Sarah Martin Pearson
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